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Optimization of the signal-to-noise ratio for photoreflectance spectroscopy
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The amplitude and the signal-to-noise ratio of photoreflectance 共PR兲 spectra are experimentally and
theoretically investigated as a function of the pump and probe intensity. The model calculations of
the PR amplitude and the signal-to-noise ratio based on a simple transport model taking the shot
noise of the photodetector as the only noise source confirm the experimentally observed
dependencies. Increasing the probe light intensity leads to a decrease of the absolute PR background
noise. At the same time, the PR amplitude decreases. This may, in particular for comparable probe
and pump intensities, result in a decrease of the signal-to-noise ratio. © 2001 American Institute
of Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.1412828兴

I. INTRODUCTION

that under certain modulation conditions, in particular for
comparable probe and pump intensities, an increase of the
probe light intensity can even lead to a decrease of the
signal-to-noise ratio. The experimental PR data recorded at
room temperature are confirmed by the calculated dependencies of ⌬R/R and S/N on probe and pump light intensities.
Although the experiments and calculations are performed for
a particular material 共GaN兲, similar results are also expected
for other materials such as GaAs, 共Al, Ga兲As, InP, 共In,
Ga兲As, etc.
After describing the experimental setup and the investigated sample in Sec. II, we determine quantitatively the PR
background noise level in Sec. III. The calculated PR amplitude and resulting signal-to-noise ratio are presented in Sec.
IV, followed by a comparison with the experimental results
and a discussion in Sec. V. Finally, we summarize the results
in Sec. VI.

Photoreflectance 共PR兲 spectroscopy belongs to one of
the standard techniques to characterize bulk semiconductors
and thin film semiconductor heterostructures.1–3 In the last
few years, PR spectroscopy has also been applied to groupIII nitrides such as GaN, 共In, Ga兲N, 共Al, Ga兲N, and related
heterostructures due to their possible application in blue und
UV light-emitting devices and high-power electronics. PR
investigations have been used to determine the energy gap,
the temperature dependence of the energy gap, the bowing
parameter, the piezoelectric fields, etc., in these materials.
The accuracy of the parameters estimated from fitting the
room- and low-temperature PR spectra depends sensitively
not only on the validity of the line shape model used and the
modulation mechanism, but also on the signal-to-noise ratio
共S/N兲.
In order to optimize the signal-to-noise ratio, it is necessary to quantitatively determine the dependencies of the PR
signal ⌬R/R and the PR noise level on the probe and the
pump light intensity. By carefully designing the PR setup and
minimizing the external noise sources such as acoustic noise
共e.g., due to cooling fan vibrations or stepper motor noise in
the monochromator兲, power line noise, etc., the noise level of
the PR spectra can be reduced close to the physical limit.
This limit is given by the intrinsic noise sources, most importantly the shot noise of the detector.
In this paper, we determine experimentally and theoretically the PR amplitude and the signal-to-noise ratio of the
PR spectra as a function of pump and probe light intensity.
We use a simple transport model to calculate the photovoltage caused by the pump and probe light and take shot noise
as the only noise source. It is well known that increasing the
probe light intensity normally results in an increase of the
signal-to-noise ratio for the PR spectra. We will demonstrate

II. EXPERIMENT

We performed photoreflectance measurements using a
PR setup containing three monochromators as shown in Fig.
1. The light of a 75 W Xe lamp is dispersed by monochromator 1 共Zeiss Jena, f ⫽2075 mm兲 and directed onto the
sample under nearly normal incidence. The reflected light is
passed through monochromator 2 共Acton Research, f
⫽275 mm兲, which acts as an adjustable, narrow bandpass
filter. It is used to remove spurious light such as photoluminescence or scattered light. The detector is an UV-enhanced
Si photodiode. The signal is preamplified and detected by
conventional lock-in technique. The monochromatic pump
light is generated by dispersing the light of a 150 W Xe lamp
using monochromator 3 共Zeiss Jena, f ⫽400 mm兲. Excitation
densities up to 6 mW cm⫺2 can be utilized with this setup.
The excitation wavelength  for recording the PR spectra is
set to 340 nm 共3.646 eV兲.
The investigated sample consists of a 1.7-m-thick GaN
layer deposited directly onto 6H-SiC共0001兲 by reactive
molecular-beam epitaxy, utilizing an unheated injector for
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FIG. 2. Room-temperature PR spectrum of the GaN film measured with a
probe light intensity P probe⫽0.15 mW cm⫺2, a pump light intensity P pump
⫽5 mW cm⫺2, a lock-in time constant  ⫽0.3 s, and an averaging time t
⫽1 s per data point. The dotted line shows the same spectrum corrected for
a constant modulation voltage.

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the photoreflectance setup. PD denotes the
photodiode.

introducing NH3 into the system. Details of the growth conditions can be found in Ref. 4. The background electron concentration, as determined by capacitance voltage profiling,
amounts to 2⫻1017 cm⫺3.
III. DETERMINATION OF THE NOISE LEVEL

Inevitable intrinsic noise sources in PR spectroscopy are
the photodetector shot noise, the Johnson noise of the feedback resistor of the current preamplifier, and the 1/f noise.
By carefully choosing the modulation frequency and the
transresistance of the preamplifier, the 1/f noise and the
Johnson noise can be kept much smaller than the shot noise
I S , which can be expressed as5
I S ⫽ 冑2eI PD⌬ f ,

共1兲

where e denotes the elementary charge, I PD the current of the
photodetector, and ⌬ f the noise bandwidth, which can be
determined from the lock-in amplifier time constant  共6 dB/
octave filter兲 using
⌬f⫽

1
.
2

共2兲

Taking the shot noise as the only noise source for the PR
spectra, the PR background noise can then be determined
from

冉 冊
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R

⫽
noise
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⫽
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2e⌬ f
⬀
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冑

1
.
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共3兲

Since I PD is proportional to the probe light intensity, this
equation implies that increasing the probe light intensity and
therefore I PD by a factor of 4 decreases the PR background
noise by a factor of 2. If we take, for example, a typical
photodetector current of I PD⫽8 nA and a typical noise band-

width ⌬ f ⫽1 Hz, we obtain a shot noise current of I S
⫽50.6 fA resulting in a PR background noise level of
(⌬R/R) noise⫽6.33⫻10⫺6 .
Figure 2 shows a PR spectrum of a GaN film recorded at
room temperature. The line shape of this spectrum is FranzKeldysh like, exhibiting the typical Franz-Keldysh oscillations for energies E⬎3.45 eV, but it is also influenced by
electron–hole interactions as expected from the room temperature absorption data of GaN,6 which show a clear excitonic resonance. The current of the photodiode used for this
spectrum is about 8 nA as in the above-mentioned numerical
example. Using the noise option of the lock-in amplifier with
a bandwidth of ⌬ f ⫽1 Hz, we measure a noise current of
(57⫾7) fA, which is in very good agreement with the shot
noise level calculated from the photodetector current. However, for this spectrum, we actually used a lock-in amplifier
time constant of  ⫽0.3 s resulting in a noise bandwidth of
⌬ f ⫽0.53 Hz. Therefore, the PR background noise level calculated from Eq. 共3兲 becomes (⌬R/R) noise⫽4.5⫻10⫺6 ,
which is about half of the noise level subjectively estimated
from the experimental spectra as shown in the inset of Fig. 2.
While the subjective estimation of the noise directly from the
spectrum corresponds to the amplitude of the noise level, the
noise is actually related to the variance of the PR fluctuations.
Although Eq. 共3兲 shows that an increase of the probe
light intensity results in a decrease of the background noise
level, the quality of a PR spectrum is rather determined by
the signal-to-noise ratio S/N than by the absolute noise level.
We define in the following S/N as the ratio between the PR
amplitude and the PR background noise level, i.e.,
S/N⫽

共 ⌬R/R 兲 amp
.
共 ⌬R/R 兲 noise

共4兲

IV. DETERMINATION OF THE PR AMPLITUDE AND
THE SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO

We calculate the PR amplitude and the PR signal-tonoise ratio for GaN films assuming shot-noise-limited PR
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spectra and using a simple transport model for determining
the surface photovoltage. The following four assumptions are
made. First, the modulation mechanism of the PR is based on
photoinduced generation of electron–hole pairs and screening of the surface electric field and is therefore electric field
modulation. Second, the electric field and the band bending
in the depletion layer near the surface are described by the
Schottky model. Third, the modulation is assumed to be
steady state, i.e., the typical relaxation and drift times are
short compared to the modulation period. Fourth, in the low
modulation limit, the PR amplitude is proportional to the
surface modulation voltage V m . 7,8
The photovoltage can be expressed using transport
theory3,9,10 by
V S⫽

 k BT
e

冋

ln

册

J PC
⫹1 ,
J ST共 T 兲

共5兲

where  is an ideality factor, k B Boltzmann’s constant, and
J ST(T) the saturation 共dark兲 current density. J PC denotes the
photoinduced current density, which can be expressed as9
J PC⫽

冉

冊

e P ␥ 共 1⫺R 兲
exp共 ⫺ ␣ W 兲
1⫺
,
ប
1⫹ ␣ L D

共6兲

where P denotes the pump or probe intensity, ␥ the quantum
efficiency, R the reflectivity at the surface, ប the photon
energy, ␣ the absorption coefficient, W the width of the
depletion layer, and L D the diffusion length of the minority
carriers. The saturation current density is given by3,9

冋

册

A ** T 2
eV F 共 T 兲
J ST⫽
,
3/2 exp ⫺
1⫹BT
k BT

共7兲

where A ** denotes the modified Richardson constant and B
a constant related to the saturation velocity. V F is the surface
Fermi voltage. In the calculations based on Eqs. 共5兲–共7兲, we
used the experimental absorption data of Fischer et al.6 and
the following parameters: T⫽295 K,  ⫽1, A ** ⫽2.4⫻105
A共m K兲⫺2, B⫽4.62⫻10⫺5 K⫺3/2, L D ⫽2.8⫻10⫺7 m,11 and
V F (295 K兲⫽0.7 V.
In photoreflectance measurements, both the pump and
the probe light contribute to J PC . Depending on the chopper
state 共pump on or off兲, the sample is modulated between the
light levels P probe 共pump off兲 and P probe⫹ P pump 共pump on兲,
on
resulting in the two photovoltages V off
S and V S . Using Eq.
共5兲, the modulation voltage V m is then given by
off
V m ⫽V on
S ⫺V S ⫽

 k BT
e

冋

⫺ln

冉冋
ln

J probe⫹J pump
⫹1
J ST

册

J probe
⫹1 .
J ST

册

共8兲

This expression can be transformed into
V m⫽

 k BT
e

冋

ln 1⫹

册

J pump
.
J probe⫹J ST

共9兲

Assuming that the amplitude of the PR signal (⌬R/R) amp is
proportional to V m , it can be described by

FIG. 3. 共a兲 Experimental and 共b兲 calculated curves using Eqs. 共5兲–共10兲 of
the PR amplitude (⌬R/R) amp as a function of the pump intensity P pump for
three different values of the probe intensity P probe as indicated.

冉 冊
⌬R
R

⫽C 1 V m ,

共10兲

amp

where C 1 is a constant depending on the actual line shape
共e.g., Franz-Keldysh like, first derivative excitonic or third
derivative兲 and the line broadening determined by temperature and crystal quality.
Using Eqs. 共3兲 and 共4兲, the signal-to-noise ratio can then
be expressed by
S/N⫽C 1 V m

冑

I PD
.
2e⌬ f

共11兲

Since the photodetector current is directly proportional to the
probe intensity, the signal-to-noise ratio can be written as
S/N⫽C 2 V m 冑P probe,

共12兲

where C 2 denotes a second constant and P probe the intensity
of the probe light.
V. COMPARISON BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL AND
CALCULATED PR AMPLITUDES AND
SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIOS

Figure 3共a兲 shows the measured dependence of the PR
amplitude (⌬R/R) amp on the pump intensity 共logarithmic
scale兲 for three different levels of the probe intensity. For
large pump intensities ( P pumpⰇ P probe), the PR signal scales
logarithmically with the pump intensity. This observation is
very well reproduced by the numerical evaluation of Eqs.
共5兲–共10兲 displayed in Fig. 3共b兲. Furthermore, the variation of
the dependence of (⌬R/R) amp on P pump for different probe
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FIG. 4. 共a兲 Experimental and 共b兲 calculated curves using Eqs. 共5兲–共10兲 of
the normalized PR amplitude (⌬R/R) amp as a function of probe intensity
P probe for three different values of the pump intensity P pump as indicated.
The curves were normalized by taking the (⌬R/R) amp value for the smallest
value of P pump to be one.

FIG. 5. 共a兲 Experimental and 共b兲 calculated curves using Eqs. 共4兲–共12兲 of
the normalized signal-to-noise ratio as a function of probe intensity P probe
for different values of the pump intensity P pump as indicated. The experimental curves were obtained by dividing the PR amplitude by the noise
measured with a noise bandwidth of ⌬ f ⫽1 Hz. The curves were normalized
by taking the S/N value for the smallest value of P probe to be one.

intensities is also in excellent agreement with the experimental observation. Finally, our results confirm the reports of
Wagner et al.12 and Hughes et al.13
In Fig. 4共a兲, the experimentally observed (⌬R/R) amp is
plotted as a function of P probe on a linear scale for three
different pump intensities. (⌬R/R) amp has been normalized
to the value for the smallest probe intensity. Again, the calculated result based on Eqs. 共5兲–共10兲, which is shown in Fig.
4共b兲, agrees very well with the experimental observation.
Figure 4 and Eq. 共9兲 show that an increase of the probe
intensity or J probe , while keeping the pump intensity or J pump
as well as J ST constant, leads to a decrease of the PR amplitude. Therefore, a PR setup utilizing white light as the probe
共as used, e.g., in Refs. 14 and 15兲 results in a reduced PR
signal and, consequently, in a poorer signal-to-noise ratio.
The much larger intensity of the undispersed white probe
light in comparison to spectrally filtering the probe light to a
very narrow spectral range strongly increases P probe . Therefore, the modulation voltage and the PR amplitude are
strongly reduced as shown in Fig. 4.
Another consequence of the dependence of the PR amplitude on the probe intensity shown in Fig. 4 is the spectral
variation of the modulation voltage, even if the pump light
intensity remains constant. Near the energy gap, the absorption coefficient ␣ exhibits a strong increase with increasing
photon energy E photon . Therefore, with increasing E photon ,
more and more probe light is absorbed leading to a decrease
of the modulation voltage 共cf. Fig. 4兲, which will result in a

change of the PR line shape compared to a spectrum obtained with a constant modulation voltage amplitude as in
electroreflectance spectroscopy. In Fig. 2, the dotted line
shows the measured PR spectrum corrected for constant
modulation voltage by taking into account the spectral dependence of the absorption coefficient ␣.6 This corrected
spectrum shows a reduced PR signal, in particular near and
below the energy gap. Our calculations show that this effect
becomes even more pronounced at low temperatures, where
it could lead to considerable errors in the estimation of excitonic transition energies and broadening parameters by fitting
the uncorrected low-temperature PR spectra.
Finally, we will compare the experimental and calculated
results for the signal-to-noise ratio. As mentioned previously,
increasing the probe intensity reduces the absolute PR noise
level as shown in Eq. 共3兲. At the same time, it decreases the
PR amplitude. Therefore, the signal-to-noise ratio may even
decrease with increasing probe intensity. Figure 5共a兲 shows
the measured S/N as a function of P probe for two different
values of P pump . S/N has been normalized to the value for
the smallest probe intensity. We can distinguish two regions.
For large pump intensities ( P pumpⰇ P probe), the signal-tonoise-ratio increases with increasing P probe following the
square-root dependence on P probe as predicted by Eq. 共12兲.
However, for values of P pump in the same range as P probe , we
clearly observe a very different behavior. When P probe becomes larger than P pump , the signal-to-noise ratio decreases
with increasing P probe . Again, the calculations based on Eqs.
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共4兲–共12兲 shown in Fig. 5共b兲 clearly support the observed
dependence. For very small values of P pump , the signal-tonoise ratio for large values of P probe becomes even smaller
than the initial value.
VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have measured the amplitude and the signal-to-noise
ratio as a function of the pump and probe intensity for photoreflectance spectroscopy. The model calculations of the PR
amplitude and the signal-to-noise ratio based on a simple
transport model taking the shot noise of the photodetector as
the only noise source confirm the experimentally observed
dependencies on pump and probe intensity. Increasing the
probe light intensity leads to a decrease of the absolute PR
background noise. At the same time, the PR amplitude decreases. This may, in particular for comparable probe and
pump intensities, result in a decrease of the signal-to-noise
ratio.
We suggest that the observed decrease of the PR amplitude with increasing probe intensity could be the main reason
for the poor signal-to-noise ratio obtained for PR setups using undispersed white light as the probe light. The spectral
variation of the absorbed probe light intensity with increasing photon energy near the absorption edge leads to a spectrally varying modulation voltage in the PR spectra. This can
result in a change of the line shape in comparison to spectra
obtained with a constant modulation voltage so that this effect should be taken into account for line shape investigations, in particular for fitting low-temperature excitonic spectra.
The excellent quantitative agreement between the experimental and calculated data without any fitting parameters

5085

suggests that the applied theoretical model for the surface
photovoltage, which was already successfully used for the
estimation of the surface Fermi level pinning of GaAs,3,9 is
also applicable to GaN films.10 We believe that the obtained
results can also be useful for other materials such as GaAs,
共Al,Ga兲As, InP, 共In,Ga兲As, etc.
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